
A B O U T  U S

Proservartner is an international
consulting firm. For over a
decade we have brought
together people, processes and
programmes to solve problems
and implement change.

Automation Strategy
RPA Development
License Acquisition
Technical Support
RPA Training
Change Programmes

W H A T  W E
O F F E R

Rules based
Involve very simple if/then logic
High in volume but low in value

The Pharmaceutical sector has been working to control rising
costs in an environment of increasing regulatory control and
testing.

Today, many pharmaceutical processes are still people-
intensive and require high volumes of staff to toggle between
multiple systems and screens to achieve “last-mile”
integration, but what if there was a better way?

Since pharmaceutical manufacturers, researchers and
consultants typically apply standard and consistent rules to
nearly every process, these repeatable and consistent
processes are prime candidates for RPA.

RPA is a very simple form of automation that can take
processes which are:

By automating these very basic tasks, pharmaceutical
organisations can release high value staff from the mundane
tasks. 

Proservartner can help not only by implementing new
technology but using our change management methodology to
ensure a smooth transition for your team.

S E C T O R  O V E R V I E W

RPA FOR 
PHARMA

Remove low-level, mundane tasks with Robotic Process Automation

UiPath
Automation Anywhere
Kryon

O U R
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Robotic Process Automation is essentially software with
a very specific task. You might think of them as more
advanced version of functions or macros within Excel –
except that RPA sits on top of other applications, and so
can link them together. RPA is used to reduce mundane,
repetitive tasks being carried out by your team and can
be configured to capture and interpret data, trigger
responses and communicate with other digital systems.
Bots are typically low-cost and easy to implement,
requiring no custom software or deep systems
integration. An example would be something as simple
as generating an automatic response to an email.

Attended RPA
Installs on a single machine, is initiated by a human and
can interact with the applications that user works with. It
can perform basic tasks such as data scraping, excel
automation etc

Unattended RPA
Automates basic tasks without the need for human
interaction.

W H A T  I S  R P A ?R P A  I S

Configurations that automate
manual and repetitive tasks

Virtual robots that integrate with
existing software

Replication of desktop actions

Driven by simple rules and
business logic

R P A  I S  N O T

A humanoid robot

Something that can entirely
replace humans

Something that replicates
human cognitive functions…yet

Purely just another cost
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T A S K  S C A N

Take over repetitive tasks that
employees carry out 50-60 times
a day

Periodic reporting, data entry
and data analysis

Conversion of data formats and
graphics

Opening emails and
attachments

Logging into web/enterprise
applications

Reading and writing databases

Following if/then decisions and
rules

Moving files and folders

Collecting social media statistics

Extracting structured data from
documents

Filling in forms

Connecting to system APIs

Making calculations

Scraping data from the web

R P A  A D V A N T A G E S

Cost, productivity and efficiency
• Reduced unit costs of processing
• Increased volumes processed by staff

Employee satisfaction
• Reduction of repetitive, manual tasks
• Focus shifted to high-value activities

Availability
• Provide 24/7 coverage of inputs from
different time zones and out of hours workforce
• Provide interaction on a timely basis,
whatever the time

Customer satisfaction
• Faster, more accurate delivery
• Staff capabilities utilised to deliver greater 
value-added work

Control and compliance
• 100% data accuracy
• Data processes retained onsite

Standardisation
• Ensures the creation of a standard
digital process
• Better compliance to the standard 
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Pharma processes ripe for automation

It's estimated that large pharmaceutical companies process between 500-700,000 adverse event cases
each year and that the processing of these cases equates to around half of output from Pharmacovigilance
teams. These cases often come from a variety of different systems and the data varies in quality, structure
and format. The adoption of RPA can reduce human error, ensure a standardisation of process and
significantly reduce processing time. A bot can collate information into a central ERP, and through use of
parameters analyse key words and related health factors such as age and underlying conditions to
prioritise which cases are more likely to be classed as AE.   By automating manual steps a pharmaceutical
company significantly lowers their compliance risk with the potential for significant savings.

P R O C E S S I N G  A E  C A S E S  

Regulatory submissions are both time and labour-intensive, requiring organisations to carry out
activities that include tracking the status of documents and compiling records to create a dossier. 
Automation technologies such as Optical Character Recognition (OCR) can be easily implemented
with RPA to increase efficiency. This would allow for PDF documents to be read, the relevant
information extracted and then used to complete various reports and submissions. This can
significantly reduce process time enabling a faster route to market.

R E G U L A T O R Y  S U B M I S S I O N S

RPA is able to collate information from disparate systems and combine and aggregate data. This
enables the seamless consistency of records and may be especially useful if there is a change of
operating system or CRM. By eliminating the possibility of human error through automation, every
task is accounted for and becomes traceable. This is very useful for Clinical Data Management
cases. We have already seen banking, financial services and insurance sectors currently employ this
technology to administer data-intensive work. 

C L I N I C A L  D A T A  M A N A G E M E N T

Bespoke problems require bespoke solutions. Each business has its own processes and way of doing
things and so although below are some common ways in which RPA has been implemented into
pharmaceuticals. The best way to find out if your process can be automated is simply to ask our team.
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Pharma processes ripe for automation

Many pharmaceutical organisations are dependant on quick access to the right technical knowledge in
order to resolve issues faster and collaborate better. Without timely access to the right knowledge,
schedule delays and resource costs can quickly escalate into significant losses. Correctly collecting and
tagging this information would be a huge manual task, but RPA can search through multiple SharePoint
sites and file shares, sitting on different systems. It can then associate content that belonged with a
particular development product, classify it against a predefined set of taxonomy and business rules and
ultimately process it onto a knowledge platform, where it could be easily found by staff.

T E C H N I C A L  R E P O S I T O R Y

Many laboratories are still reliant on paper- based processes which are fraught with inherent transcription
errors. This can be replaced either through direct extraction of data from equipment or through use of digital
forms. This allows laboratory teams to spend time on SOP requirements and test procedures rather than on
data management. It reduces the workload for analysts and reduces the possibility of errors and also enables
quick retrieval of worksheets when needed for investigations, audits or to demonstrate adherence to
regulatory compliance requirements. Laboratory managers can be confident that analysts are following
testing procedures each and every time, while they are processing samples as efficiently as possible.

L A B O R A T O R Y  P R O C E S S  A U T O M A T I O N

Even where a business has a small number of suppliers, without regular auditing and cleaning, errors can
creep in. The key aspect in creating and maintaining an accurate master vendor file is consistency, which is
often difficult when working in an environment where multiple locations or people all have access to a
central system. Relying on staff to manually monitor the master vendor file is time-consuming and often
ineffective and there are a number of areas where Robotic Process Automation (RPA) can help. In
particular, master vendor set-up and master vendor data changes can automatically be taken from forms,
inputted on a system and cross verified with information online.

V E N D O R  O N B O A R D I N G

Bespoke problems require bespoke solutions. Each business has its own processes and way of
doing things and so although below are some common ways in which RPA has been implemented
into legal firms the best way to find out if your process can be automated is simply to ask our team.
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Pharma case studies 

An Adverse Event (AE) is described as “any untoward medical occurrence” in a patient receiving
a medicine. These events include everything from so called “non-serious” side effects such as
nausea to more serious events such as reports of malignancy. Our client dealt with more than
100,000 of these per year, which is a mandatory legal responsibility.

A D V E R S E  E V E N T  R E P O R T S

Challenges Faced: The pharmaceutical company had a CRM in place to track input from various
devices but this was reliant on humans (doctors, clinical specialists, etc) entering the right amount of
detail in cases. This information then needed to be evaluated by specialists every day to determine if
a case was deemed to have an adverse effect.

Solutions Implemented: We were able to develop a framework that included keywords often
associated with AE cases, as well as background factors such as age, sex, underlying conditions,
additional medication, medical history. Each day the bot would extract the information and highlight
the cases to the expert that were most likely to be adverse events. 

Outcomes Achieved: The original success rate of the bot was 70%, but as more information was
fed into the system and the parameters could be adjusted this rose to 89% and meant more of the
specialist time was spent dealing with the right cases.

Proservarter worked alongside an international pharmaceutical group who operated in highly
competitive markets and meant their team needed to monitor a number of platforms to
ensure their products were priced in line with competitor's offerings.

P R I C E  C O M P A R I S O N

Challenges Faced: In order to be able to compete, employees must monitor the prices of a
large number of competitors’ products, which is not only a very monotonous but also a very time-
consuming activity.

Solutions Implemented: We were able to build a bot not only that could monitor a number of
different products 24/7 but by using simple IF/THEN decision making, could then log into the back
end of those marketplaces and adjust the price within a set parameter. This enabled the company to
remain competitive no matter the time and eliminated a tedious process.

Outcomes Achieved: Orders increased by 35% within 6 months due to the competitive pricing
whilst remaining within safe margins of profit.
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"Regulation is both a prime motivator and prime obstacle in the automation of
pharmaceutical processes. On the one hand using automation to fulfil regulatory
compliances can save a firm significant amount of time and reduce costs, but
on the other hand in a regulated environment, any system that performs a
decision-making function requires validation and solid change control. 

Specifically, any change requires re-validation to show that the system either
interprets the input correctly and correctly executes the expected resulting
action, or flags the transaction for human intervention. To date, we’ve not
observed a pharmaceutical firm or a contract resource apply RPA to manage
validation, and firms continue to rely on people to perform this function. 

However, because RPA systems are precisely configured and auditable and are
specifically designed to not “color outside the lines,” they have the potential to
effectively address the validation challenge, and in fact could do so in a more
reliable and accurate manner than humans.

Viewpoint 

"There are two key factors that will drive automation for pharma.
The first is that regulatory pressure is only increasing with a clear
emphasis on the speed of reaction. The second is that the sheer
amount of data has grown tenfold in a short amount of time and is
simply unmanageable by humans if it is to be used effectively."

Govert Duitscher
Senior Director
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our services 

Feasibility report: We can review your current processes and suggest which would be the most
suitable to begin the implementation of RPA.

RPA vendor selection: Your business model plays a vital role in determining which technical
features you will need and which vendor you should select. Proservartner has a robust RPA vendor
evaluation methodology.

Business case development: Proservartner will use a scoring system in order to determine which
processes would see the biggest return on investment and form a robust business case around
implementation.

AUTOMATION
STRATEGY

Proservartner combines many years of functional,
technical and management experience to
demonstrate the impact of successful RPA
implementation.

Process mapping, redesign and optimisation: In order to successfully implement RPA, it is key
that each and every step of your process is mapped out first. Although RPA is very powerful and
flexible, it cannot replicate human decision making. Simple logic must be employed when using RPA
and this may mean that your current process needs to be redesigned and optimised for RPA
integration.

RPA development: Our team of developers will work alongside you to implement your bot. RPA
requires no custom software or deep systems integration and so disruption to your organisation is
minimal. We can provide bots that are hosted either in the cloud (yours or our hosted cloud) or on
your premises and will manage the entire testing and deployment cycle. 

RPA
DEVELOPMENT

With a robust business case and a timeline of
activity, Proservartner can implement RPA in a
pragmatic and effective way.
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Our services 

License acquisition: Take advantage of Proservartner's relationships with major RPA vendors to
enjoy the best rates on licenses and ensure that you get the type of licence that suits your business.

Cloud hosting: Proservartner can configure your bot in AWS (Amazon Web Services) or Microsoft
Azure cloud environments. An advantage to using cloud services is that optimisation and support can
be carried out virtually, limiting downtime.

Support: Our friendly team of developers can assist with the ongoing support and service of your
bots. Our RPA team can support remotely for issues that can be resolved either over the phone or by
securely, remote-accessing the end user's system. We can also provide onsite support for more
complex or critical issues.

MANAGED
SERVICES

Proservartner can set up and manage the ongoing
use of your bots to ensure they operate at
maximum efficiency.

Strategy and framework design: Seventy per cent of transformation programmes fail because of
manager behaviours or employee resistance to change. Our tried and tested change management
methodology builds sustainable transformation. 

Deployment: Not only does our team plan and design change but we can work collaboratively with
you on the ground to ensure successful deployment. The right solution can take weeks, month or
years, but we will be with you every step of the way. 

Communication: For change to be successful, it needs to be locally owned and delivered. Our
approach focuses on communicating frequently, with tailored messages delivered through
appropriate channels. Proservartner can help with the production of effective print and digital
materials and the delivery of events.

CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

Our change programmes succeed because we
understand change from the sharp end. We know
what it takes to overcome resistance
and achieve buy-in.
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A B O U T  U S

Proservartner is an international
consulting firm. For over a
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W H A T  W E
O F F E R

"Proservartner's unofficial slogan is "educate
before you automate" we have a growing
library of blogs and whitepapers as well as
regular webinars and breakfast briefings all
aimed at properly informing people about the
positives and negatives of RPA.

We are always on hand should you want more
information, need guidance or just want an
impartial opinion."

C O N T A C T  U S

TAKE THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS
AUTOMATION TODAY.

Our team is friendly and approachable and happy to answer questions.

UiPath
Automation Anywhere
Kryon

O U R
P A R T N E R S
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R A K E S H  S A N G A N I


